SECURE

GAMING MACHINE

PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS
Controlled, consolidated
cash management for
your gaming operations.
GLI and IGB approved.

Operator Peace of Mind
SafeCash™ is an advanced cash management system
that secures your gaming cash and provides a
controlled framework for managing gaming payment
system locally managed and the cash drawer separate
from your primary operation, balancing your gaming
tantly, more secure. Controlled access to the cash also
means 100% accountability.
Reduce risk. SafeCash will only dispense cash when
processing a valid gaming machine ticket. Clerks and
managers do not have keys to the safe, and cannot
manually override to gain access.
Track your money. Detailed reports of all transactions,
available cash on hand, and outstanding liabilities are
all available in real-time.
Fast transaction processing. Once a valid voucher is
scanned, SafeCash automatically dispenses cash. The
transaction is processed quickly and accurately.
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Cash is secured in double-lock safe
Automated cash dispensing eliminates
employee errors on payout









Improves customer satisfaction
Works with all manufacturers’ SAS 6.0X compliant
gaming machines
Small footprint minimizes space for installation
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Clean User Interface
The touch screen is designed to reduce
touches-to-transaction time and allow
users to navigate with ease to the menus
they need, saving time and improving
accuracy of work.

Easy Real-Time Reporting
Snapshot reports are accessible to view
‘Available Cash’, ‘Outstanding Liability’, or
‘Dispensed Cash’. Detailed transaction
history provides complete transaction
information with timestamp to the second.

Key Features























Small safe footprint
Individual security settings for each employee
2,500 note high capacity cassettes
Programmable low level alarm for dispenser
Fast and reliable dispensing mechanism
Site controller integrated
Also available in a smaller footprint version with 2 note cassettes and 1 reject bill

Components included: Double Lock Safe, Control Unit, 15” User Touchscreen, Cash Drawer, Barcode
Scanner, 4” Thermal Printer
Safe Dimensions: 35”H x 18”W x 28”D
Safe Weight: 255 lbs

